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Western solidarity was shattered by the bitter and angry re-
buke of Britain and France, first by the United States~ fol-
lowed - by the United Nations . It was only when Russia~,savt
that solidarity had broken down that she decided to move in
and to take advantage of it . She has always done so .

The Secretary of State for External Affairs has_
warned us time and again that that is exactly what Russia will
do, and he ~_zxs appealed to us, therefore, to work for the
solidarity of the Western nations in the hope that through
strength we could stop Russia's advance . That is- the only
thing she understands . But here Canada was rebuking Britain
and France, placing ourselves on the side of Russia and follow-
ing a very foolish United States when she was locked in the
throes of an election,-when she could not do anything effective .
We allowed ourselves to help the U.S . shatter Western solidarity,
the very thing we ought to- have been buttressing and bolstering
with all our strength .

I repeat, the weaknesses and the vacillations of the
United Nations have-caused the free world) step by step, year
after year, to retreat steadily before a completely aggressive
Russian imperialism, one that will not be stopped except-by a
show of solid force :

"Yell, where do we stand with regard to the proposal
of the Government of .Canada to provide a unit of approximately
battaliôn'strength-to the emergency police force for the Middle
East? I think, 21r. Speaker, it was the only alternative that
could be found to action by individual nations, and I have to
give the Secretary of State for External Affairs credit for
having suggested that the United Nations set up a police force
for emergency action in the Middle East o

That is the attitude we have toward the police force,
but there is one thing I do want to say in regard to such a
force . I would rrarn :the Government of Canada never to part
with the right to commit or to -withdrarr such forces, according
to their discretion ; .never to grant to the United Nations the
actual-sovereignty .over this force, and as long as you d o
that you are going to have our support .

We would like to see bolder action . ~ii e do not vant
to see this debate extended too long . We would like to see
the thing done and get the force committed when the United
Nations Commander wants to have them s

So far as Mr . Nasser is concerned, I want to warn
the Secretary of State for External Affairs and his colleague
the Minister of National Defence, that Mr . Nasser should not
be allowed to dictate the terms, not by any means . I think
Mr . Hammarskjold should be stiffened up in that regard . I
am just a little bit afraid, from what I have read about his
negotiations thus far, that he has been a little too timor-
ously diffident about dealing with Bir . Nasser .
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